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Hi Bill 
Hope everything is fine with you and Ming Fang 
How would you differentiate between the two very interesting concepts you coined: The big 
curriculum and the outside curriculum. Was it not possible to include the referents of the two under 
one concept, either big or outside curriculum? 
 
Regards 
Mahmoud 
 
 

On Thu, 8 Jul 2021 at 02:17, Schubert, William H <schubert@uic.edu> wrote: 
Hello Mahmoud (and Ebrahim): 
  
Your excellent question is important. Let me try briefly to respond. Outside curriculum or non-school 
curriculum, or out-of-school curriculum (synonyms) need to be studied if we are to understand 
humans and their/our actions, beliefs, reflections and actions. The Big Curriculum is comprised of 
those portions of outside curriculum and school curriculum combined which indoctrinates, 
particularly through the domination of neoliberal orientations to human life, largely in the realm of 
political economy. Schools indoctrinate through their curricula and so do many features of outside 
curriculum.   
  
As far back as the late 1970s, I wrote in several books and articles about the need to see curricular 
dimensions of education in all aspects of human life as those aspects (formal and informal) shape 
the ways humans think about and act in the world. For instance all contexts of human experience 
have as Ralph Tyler (1949) might say “purposes, learning experiences, organization of experiences, 
and evaluation and revision of them” and they might be conceptualized by Joseph Schwab’s (1969, 
1970) categories of curricular commonplaces (teachers, learners, subject matter, and milieu – 
sometimes adding administrative and policy decision. Or they might be seen through lenses of Jack 
Frymier’s (1967) “artifacts, actors, and events.” Any situation that educates or even influences 
thought and action is a place with potential for curriculum inquiry, whether the curricula in such 
spaces are designed with intent or simply evolve. These realms of inquiry embody their own varieties 
of what I (e.g., Schubert, 2008) call venues “intended, hidden, null, taught, tested, experienced, 
applied, embodied” (Schubert, 2018). All this is to say that curriculum studies should attend to much 
more that the curriculum of schooling, both because all contexts influence humans’ lived experience. 
To understand humans, I contend that both school and outside curricula must be understood. 
Emphasis on the Big Curriculum is a caveat to any who “listen” to critique the indoctrination of 
neoliberalism – the warnings of perils of imperialism by the likes of Noam Chomsky, Edward Said, 
Paulo Freire, Ivan Illich, and so many others in diverse cultures. The Big Curriculum can emerge, or 
should I say “de-merge” in almost every outside curriculum area as well as in curricula of schooling, 
intended and not. The promotion of neoliberalist ideas and social practices come through myriad 
sources. 
  
I hope this helps give perspective to your question. 
  
Best, 
Bill 
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